


• Enthusiastic admiration Is the nrst principle of knowledge 
and Its last• WJLUAM BLAKE 

The century seems so old already that lt hardly 
seems worth wishing you all a happy new one, 
but I'll do so anyway. The Millennium Bug failed 
to strike big time (or did lt? - see Barry Reynolds' 
article In our next Issue), the world didn't end 
and In the event everyone seemed very calm 
about the whole thing, curbing the expected 
excesses. Next stop, then, for the major will 
it-won't lt happen betting bandwagon Is the May 
5th planetary alignment supposedly causing 
storms and earthquakes, mixed up with the peak 
of the Sun's solar activity cycle. We shall see. 
And don't forget 7th April before that, as pre
dicted In the 1994 galaxy formations. Whether 
anything tangible will actually happen then, or 
whether we're missing the point, Is another mat
ter. Incidentally, we have another revealing Jack 
Sulllvan article coming up, but we've decided to 
hold lt back until the next Issue, which will follow 
fairly hot on the heels of this one, which Is, as 
threatened you'll remember, rather late. 

A Millennium Bug of some kind must have crept 
Into the calendar reviews In our last Issue, caus
Ing a couple of errors. Most of the calendars are, 
of course, A4 size, not AS, and the photo of the 
aircraft wheel In Mlchael Gllckman's calendar 
covers just under a third of the photo, not the 
stated two-thirds, which would be a bit exces
sive! We should also point out that we reviewed 
a proof copy of Mlchael's calendar and that since 
then Mlchael himself has come to the same 
conclusion as us and reinstated the beautiful 
cover photo of the Beckhampton 30 ribbon so 
that lt also appears Inside as well (we complained 
that lt wouldn't get seen properly, just being on 
the cover). 

We should take this opportunity to welcome 
Mlchael Gllckman back to these shores, after 
three years In the USA. He's now back In 
England, as he explains In his Cornography col
umn on page 20. 
se Is a whole eight years old with this Issue, not 
bad for something which began as a double-sided 
typed sheet. . We continue to Influence the re
search community as well as spreading the word 
wider to those outside of lt, and feedback contin
ues to be very positive and strong. Don't forget, 
although we have our pool of regular writers, 
we're always open to receiving articles and sub
missions from anyone, so If you have something 
you want to share with others, getting lt printed 
In se Is a pretty good way of doing lt. Our only 
condition Is that we receive excluslves. We try 
not to print bits which have also been sent to 
other journals where we can, to avoid boring 
repetition for those who read more than one 
circle publication. Get writing, then! 

ANDY THOMAS 
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One of the things which Col i n  Andrews 
took us to task over a few issues back was our 
dismissive attitude toward the private detec
tive he had hired to Investigate alleged crop 
circle hoaxers. 

slowly back into the clouds and was not seen 
again. The men were not aware that a crop 
formation was in the field at the time. 

As they stood pondering what they had wit
nessed, two white 'Ford Transit'-like vans 

approached and asked In the wake of this, 
we became aware of 
rumours that the de
tective, an ex-CID of
ficer funded by Colin's 
money from Laurance 
Rockefeller, had dis
covered that large 
a mou nts of u nex
plained money were 
entering the bank  ac
counts of  particular 
human circlemakers. 
We then learnt that at 
the point he was sup
posed to hand over to 
Colin the evidence for 
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what they were doing 
and then asked if they 
would leave the area. 
The vans had numer
ous aerials and were 
full of 'serious-looking' 
men. THE DEFECTIVE 

DETECTIVE I asked the farmer 
about these vehicles 
and was told they did 
not belong to the farm. 
The farmer then told 
me that one of his own 
staff had reported a 
similar white van with 

All is not well at 'New Cropland Yard' ... 
Colin Andrews's hired hoaxing investi

gator has gone mysteriously AWOL, 
while tales of strange goings-on in the 

Danebury fields emerge ... ANDY 
THOMAS goes watching the detectives ... 

this and other findings he had made, the 
detective had suddenly clam med u p  and re
fused to share any of the information! The 
then unfounded rumour circulating was that 
the very same hoaxers the detective was 
supposed to. be investigating had paid him off 
not to �eveal his findings. a 
In our new spirit of more open comm unication 
(which has been operating successfully ·since 
Colin's letter in SC 86), we approached Colin 
with these rumours in an attempt to verify 
them. We received an answer from Colin, 
which Is as interesting as it is bizarre: 

"I can confirm that I have run into a signifi
cant problem with the private detective 
agency contracted two years ago to investi
gate the hoaxing problem. Communication 
suddenly and unexpectedly ceased during the 
early summer this year. 

Things appeared to go strange after detec
tives were asked to inspect a triangular for
mation near Danebury Ring in Hampshire. 
They spent time in the field with the farmer 
and later informed me that no evidence could 
be found that people had made it. Co
incidentally, some days later three men walk
ing past the field witnessed a strange glowing 
red sphere come out of low clouds and remain 
stationary over the field. The glowing ball 
emitted short flexing fingers of what looked 
like lightning strokes. The object moved 

several men aboard, 
parked near the field some days earlier. 

From this time on, none of my telephone calls 
were returned by the agency. I asked for 
reports on the current status; these too were 
not forthcoming. Eventually, I terminated the 
contract and sent a report on the situation 
back to the United States. To this day, the 
owner of the agency has not given me the 
reason for the sudden stone wall. The con
tract was worth several thousands of pounds 
to him, therefore the reason has to be more 
than mundane. 

I am not in possession of any evidence to 
suggest that bank accounts belonging to any
one had anything to do with this outcome. I 
do not know either if the Danebury Ring 
investigation was in any way responsible for 
the pull off. It was just the timing which was 
so curious. 

The hoaxing investigation project continued, 
but without the Hampshire-based agency. 

I would like to seize this opportunity to make 
clear the objectives of the hoaxing investiga
tion. It was to discover who was making crop 
circles and which patterns were involved. It 
was not the intention to be party to any legal 
proceedings. If farmers felt strongly enough 
about hoaxing in their fields they could en
gage the police to instigate proceedings any 
time they wished. " 

The plot thickens. AT 
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We won't claim this list constitutes the defini
tive guide to the overseas formations of last year 
(we've omitted unconfirmed or confused ac
counts), but it will give you a pretty good idea of 
what's been going on around the world, and these 
are the major reports which have filtered through. 
Some of the strange 

Dease Lake. British Columbia: 19 August. 100' 
single circle In .wild grass. 

Edmonton. Alberta: 23 August. Cross design 
quintuplet with large central circle connected by 
thin pathways to the satellites. 

21 September. 85' cir
patchiness of distribution 
can be put down to the 
fluctuating awareness 
and lack of reporting net
works in particular areas, 
rather than the real num
bers - we suspect there 
are many more forma
tions across the planet 
that don't get reported. 
Note how lively Canada 
has become, although, 
here again, the rise in 
figures may be due to the 
recent sharp. increase in 
active research efforts 
there. Some sizes in
cluded are approximate, 

OVERSEAS 
cle with two emanating 
stubby paths and two 
small 20' circles, form
ing a cross shape, in 
barley. The farmer cut 
around the formation, 
which was featured on 
local TV news. 

�ffiOO[]]ffiU�moo� 
1 g g g 28 September. 190' 

'Julla Set'-type fractal 
of seven circles in bar
ley, the central circle 

While England may get the most for
mations and the overtly spectacular 
stuff, evidence that the cro.P circle 

phenomenon is truly global IS now ir
refutable. ANDY THOMAS rounds 
u p  the internationa l  events of 1999 ... 

30m. All the circles 
were laid radially. 
Many stretched and 
ruptured nodes were 
found in. the stems, 

as are some of the dates. 

AUSTRALIA 

Karoonda. Adelaide: 30 July. Five rings. Dis
covered on a very remote farm, Skm from the 
nearest road. 

CANADA 

Acadla Valley, Alberta: 4 September. Three 
circles In durum wheat, one circle 60', two 30', 
each about 10' apart. 

Ardmore. Alberta: 27 August. Six 4' circles In 
hay, all with standing centres. Three circles were 
placed In a clear semi-circle, equidistant to each 
other. Three others stood apart, more randomly 
scattered. Oddly, apart from the standing centres, 
in each the actual crop had been removed Instead 
of having swirled lays. The farmer reported having 
circles in the same field for the last three years and 
put a notice Into farming journal The Western 
Producer advising others to look out for them. 

Christopher Cross, Tignish, Prince Edward's 
�: Mid-August. Two circles, 18' and 12' In -
blueberries! Didn't Chrlstopher Cross used to be a 
singer or something? 

Conquest, Saskatchewan: 2 September. Two 
identical small plctograms next to each other, each 
consisting of a circle (one 30', the other 36') with 
an emanating cruclform path. A very similar 
design was found here In 1998. 
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which were Intertwined 
with thistles. Again, 

the farmer cut around the formation and vowed to 
keep the grain separately to grow on next year for 
experimental comparison to his normal crops. 
Aerial lights have been witnessed in the area in 
previous years. 

Haqersv!lle. Ontario: 25 July. Long thin paths, 
rings, circles and other shapes. Only found after 

· harvest. 

Lowvll!e. Ontario: 22 October. A 'teardrop' and 
several 'diamond' shapes in 8' high maize. Equip
ment anomalies and a low humming sound were 
experienced by researchers, who also found 
strange cobweb-like material inside. 

Midale. Saskatchewan: 6 September. Ringed 
circle with two satellites and nearby 6-spoked ring 
with smaller central ring. The ringed circle was 
superimposed over the edge of the field, cutting off 
a quarter of the design. This has happened with 
other designs before, but is rare. The spoked ring 
resembled a Native American medicine wheel. 
14 September. 85' ring and 50' double ringed 
circle In wheat. 
18 September. Three 10-12' circles in wheat, 
placed In a straight line. The farmer reported a 
"UFO" sighting that week. 
20 September. Two 8' circles In wheat. Same field 
as 6 September event. 
26 September. 60' circle with small offset stand
ing circle of 3' within lt, In wheat. 
8 October. Three circles In a line, 60', 40' & 20', in 
durum wheat, each about 20' apart. The smallest 
circle was laid part-radially. 

Montebe!lo. Quebec: 15 July. Strange almost 
Russlan-looklng 300' long hieroglyphic script found 
after harvest. Some think this might simply have 
been the mutated remains of an advertising slogan 
made by the farmer himself, however. 

Nel!burq. Saskatoon. Saskatchewan: 4 
September. 185' three-armed mlni-Julla Set frac
tal of 11 circles in wheat, the central circle 35' and 
the others ranging from 4' to 22'. 

Viscount. Saskatchewan: End of September. 
Two circles, 45' & 36', in wheat. 

Weyburn. Saskatchewan: 19 September. Six 
randomly scattered rings In hay, five 25', one 40'. 

CZECH REPUBLIC 

Bohuslavice: 3 July. One large circle with two 
smaller satellites. 

Kasovice. West Countrv: Mid-July. Triple 
ringed small circle and circle In oats, both 7m 
overall diameter. 

Krinec, Mecir: 7 June. 8.6m circle in barley. 

Jindrichovlce. West Countrv: 25 July. Large 
50m three-petalled flower design with central 
ringed circle In wheat. Neat and very attractive. 

Lomnlce, PoDelka: 8 July. 68.5m triple ringed 
circle with extra half ring and 5.6m small circle, 
with 23.5 dumbbell (one end a ring) nearby. 
13 July. A further 42.9m double ringed circle 
appeared. 

Mokrosuky, Suslce: 3 July. Nine circles In some 
kind of cross arrangement. 

Novy Jicin, North Moravia: 25 July. Tree-like 
60m design of emanating tendrils. One of the 
most Interesting overseas formations of the year, 
anyone familiar with the famous children's book 
The Little Prince will note the resemblance of this 
strange but beautiful emblem to the illustration of 
the baobabs taking over the Prince's planet, look
ing like four trees growing from a central point. 
On the same night, a small ring and large ring 
containing a triangular arrangement of three cir
cles around a smaller fourth was found nearby. 

Ruda, M orave: 25 June. Thought bubble design 
with two tails of three circles on each side of a 
large central circle, one curved up, the other down, 
in wheat. 

Vestec. Krinec: 28 June. Gm single circle not far 
from the Krinec formation above. 

GERMANY 

Borchen. Nordrheln-Westfalen: 10 May. 56m 
double ringed circle in oilseed rape. 

Burqhasunqen, Kassel, Hessen: 1 May. 40.6m 
triple ringed circle with short path curving inwards 
from outer ring, In oilseed rape. This area has had 
formations every year since 1996. 

Dorla. Glelchen, Hessen: 20 June. 233m pic
togram of two rings (outer: 13.6m) leading to a 
Y-shape path with a small circle at the end, in 
barley. 
The same day, a complex 60m formation compris
Ing a ring made from 110 connected semi-rings, 
standing circles, a crescent and a comet-like de
sign appeared one field away, also in barley. 

Ehlen, Kassel. H essen: 26 June. Neat wiggly 
spiral with small double ringed circle at outer end 
and two ringed circles at the centre. 
The same night, an intricate emblem like a claw of 
three crescents emanating from a three-quarter 
ring and scattered small circles, also appeared. 
Two of Germany's most pleasing designs to date 
(see photos, page 9). 

Gut Ranqen-Zierenberq. Kassel. Hessen: 30 
June. Two complex shapes, one a multi-ringed 
circle cut off and contained by an arrowhead of 
straight lines, with two grapeshot, and one a circle 
with two semi-circular rings. 

Lindau, Schleswiq-Holstein: 6 June. 20.3m 
single circle with standing centre, in barley. 

ISRAEL 

Betlekhem Haqalili, Jezreel Valley: 20 March. 
Dumbbell, two 9m circles connected with a 9m 
path. An llm single circle lay nearby. 

T H E  N ET H ER LANDS 

Beek, Limburq: 25 July. Single circle near 
airport. 

Berkei-Enschot, Noord Brabant: 23 July. 
Three circles, one 25m, two 8m. These very neat 
formations made it onto the front of the local 
newspaper. The farmer put them down to strong 
winds ... 

Eiis, Limburq: Date unknown. Single circle. 

s'Heerenberq. Gelderland: End of July. Two 
rings, 20m & 10.5m, and a 14m F-shaped 'claw'. 
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Hoeven. Noord-Brabant: 7 June. 9m circle in 
barley. An elliptical bright pink light was seen to 
hover over the field the night of its appearance. 
The witness ran to find the circle immediately 
afterwards, beneath the spot where the light van
Ished. (This same witness has seen much light 
phenomena In the area and seems to personally 
attract it. Nancy Talbott of Or Levengood's BLT 
laboratories personally Investigated these happen
ings two years ago and found them to be valid and 
true as attenders of her UK lectures last year may 
recall.) 
12 June. Another circle discovered in the same 
field, after the same witness saw a bright flash. 
6-7 October. Flashes again seen, heralding the 
arrival of three circles of 15m, 5.5m & 2m in a 
(very) late crop of oilseed rape. 
15-16 October. Another bright object, this time 
very large, was seen, apparently leaving two more 
circles of 12m and 2.4m. 

Nleuw Vossemeer: 18 July. Small wide-ringed 
circle. 

Nleuwerkerk. Zeeland: 24 July. Huge 171m 
fractal symbol in wheat. Easily one of the most 
impressive overseas formations of 1999, this is 
naturally the most controversial. A vast 3D
looking three-pointed loop of many circles super
imposed over a thin ring, this, like The Nether
lands' other prominent fractal formation of 1997, 
has been claimed as man-made by the same team. 
'Project Fe-male', as it is named by the claimants, 
allegedly took 15 people to make In one night, 
according to one source. However, the supposed 
creators themselves say two nights, and all partici
pants worked for a technical design and consul
tancy agency. Just like before, though, when 
diagrams supposedly lodged with a solicitor before 
the making of the 1997 triple fractal never materi
alised, no evidence has been produced to prove 
the human creation of this one. There is appar
ently a video of this year's formation being made, 
however, no-one has seen it. SCR's Barry 
Reynolds and Martin Noakes separately e-mailed 
the alleged makers, challenging them to provide 
details of the construction methods (there is no 
centre-point in the standing crop for the large ring 
to have been gauged by, for Instance). Saying 
only that they used "very advanced equipment" 
(never specified), unsurprisingly, as ever, the 
claimants refused to give any details or evidence 
whatsoever, saying "we don't make our techniques 
public" ... 

Schermerhorn. N oord-Holland: 7 August. 
Dumbbell. A second formation was found In the 
same field on 26 August. 

Sevenum. Llmburq: 30 June. 7m circle in 
potatoes. 
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Wlerinqerwerf. Noord-Holland: Mid-July. Two 
pictograms, total length SOm. Cut and burnt 
stems found Inside. 

Zeddam. Limburq: 24 July. 50m pictogram. 

Zeddamse Weq. Kilder. Gelderland: 28 July. 
Two complex plctograms, one 18m comprising a 
path connecting two circles, a larger ringed circle 
and a circle with emanating crossbar and 'halo', 
and a larger 60m design comprising a large circle 
with a protruding pathway connecting circles, rings 
and ringed circles. 

Zutohen. Gelderland: 1 August. Pictogram of 
12m, 11.5m, 8.5m, 8.5m & Gm circles. 

PE RU 

Cinochero. Cuzco: 8 March. Single circle. A 
light was seen coming down into the field the night 
it appeared. 

Llndera. Areguipa: 8 March. Groups of three 
circles joined by paths, In wheat. 

US A 

Brentwood. Tennessee: 18 June. Complex 
pictogram in wheat, consisting of a 90' circle 
connected by a 73' path to a 69' T-bar with a 28' 
cross bar at one end and a 36' circle at the other, 

· with two small emanating 'insectogram' antenna. 
A 24' ring surrounded the cross of the T-bar. The 
field belonged to a Baptist church organisation who 
were not best pleased at the formation's arrival. 

Cottonwood Canyon. Walla Walla. Washinq-
1Q.n: 30 July. Six circles, one with four irregularly 
radiating arms, In wheat. The lay inside the circles 
ran clockwise on the outer edges and anticlockwise 
towards the centres. Reported in local newspapers 
with photos provided by the farmer himself, al
though he cut the field before visitors could arrive. 

Hamel. M innesota: 11 July. 60' thin-ringed 
circle with five small circles spiralling outwards on 
each side, In wheat. 

Verona. Wisconsin: Mid-September. 96' ring 
with three emanating paths in timothy grass. AT 

Much of this information has come courtesy of 
various web sites (where photos of many of these 
formations can be seen), so we express acknowl
edgements to Crop Circle Connector and its many 
contacts, FGK, Paul Anderson of CPR Canada, Eltjo 
Hasselhoff, Doug Rogers and anyone else who has 
helped report these events. 

I 

J 

GLICKERS J ITTERS 

I read Michael Glickman's comments in your last 
issue (in which Michael challenged Colin An
drews to respond to the recent Oliver's Castle 
video analysis by Chris Everard - see video 
review page 16). 

A long time ago it became obvious to me that 
Michael Glickman is not a rational person with 
whom a good honest down-to-earth conversa
tion changes anything. I see no advantages to 
anybody in starting yet another public affray 
with him. The so called 'Oiiver's Castle Confes
sion' video confirmed all the private detective's 
findings, those being that the video was manu
factured by bloody a**holes in Bristol who set 
out to make us all look fools and with any luck 
make them some money too. In the main I 
think they failed. 
The thing we all should understand is that 
sometimes, to obtain information, one has to 
promise confidentiality. In the case of the 
Oliver's Castle video, I exposed myself to prose-· 
cution for making public that certain of Wabe's 
details were obtained by illegal means. It is 
somewhat bizarre to me that the man's real 
name discovered by my investigation is now 
accepted and used widely, but that the other 
details discovered at the same time have not 
been accepted by the small camp of people who 
appear to be selective with the facts to the 
extreme. I obtained the Wabe confession rushes 
only by promising a Japanese TV company that 
I would not show the material in public or 
release it outside my own hands. I agreed to 
these terms and was sent all the material. One 
half shows the version the Bristol company 
wanted us to believe, ie. that it was real. The 
second segment shows how they made it and 
the complete confession etc... They had set up 
the hoax to be financially beneficial in both 
cases. Having failed in convincing everybody it 
was real they attempted to sell to the media the 
film they also made of themselves making the 
video and explaining why they did it. 
To allow at least one other perspective than my 
own, I obtained permission from Japan to send 
one copy, with strict conditions, to Peter 
Sorensen who has expertise in video production 
and who, in my experience, is a sound, rational 
and honest researcher. Peter has also come to 
the same conclusion as myself - ie. that the OC 

video is a fraud. 
For me to re-open the whole can of worms in 
taking up yet another fight with Michael Glick
man would serve nobody. He believes or wants 
to believe in it and so shall it be. 
The great shame with the Glickman/ Andrews 
relationship is that I feel our views on the crop 
circle phenomenon are very close - but on how 
many crop circles are made by people and the 
Oliver's Castle video we are 180 degrees out of 
phase. 

Colin Andrews , Connecti cut , USA 

Oh dear... by now most readers are aware of 
the endless wrangles which have gone on over 
this controversial video. Some do not accept 
the 'confession' (seen only by an very small 
handful) as being truthful, others do. Some 
think the original sequence is a fake, others 
don't. We'll leave it to Glickers himself to 
respond to Colin 's letter, as he does in his 
Cornography column on page 20 - Ed. 

NOT SO NEGATIVE NEGATIVES 

I was surprised to read the comments about the 
light anomalies pictured in our calendar (which 
we suggested might be moisture on the lens), in 
the last issue of se. It seems to me that you 
are making some easy assumptions as to the 
cause of these anomalies, something which we 
should all try to refrain from. 
I discovered the East Field double formation at 
Alton Barnes on Saturday 12th June, 1999. It 
consisted of a long pictogram measuring 1,020' 
long and an attendant 500' long coiled serpent. 
I was unable to visit the formations just then 
because of family obligations and only got to 
see them from the top of the hill ·later on that 
evening. With the farmer's permission, I re
solved to go and visit them early the next day. 
I arrived at 6.4Sam on Sunday morning to find 
quite a few people already there. I decided to 
go Into the long pictogram first. The couple 
who were walking in front of me, but in a 
parallel tramline, entered the formation only to 
turn back immediately. This puzzled me and I 
shouted, asking them why they had not stayed 
in. They replied that their dog, which I could 
not see, had become too distressed to enter the 
formation. 
I sensed a strong atmosphere on entering the 
pictogram and started to feel somewhat queasy 
myself. I began to photograph the long forma
tion and at its far end took a picture of the 
attendant serpent a little distance away. When 
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I received my photographs a few days later, I 
was astonished to see light anomalies on them. 
The negative of the film taken on Sunday 
showed a progressive darkening throughout, 
culminating with a startling light shape in the 
last frame. I could not see anything of this with 
my eyes inside the formations. 
On the Monday I got airborne at about 2.30pm 
to take aerial shots of the two formations using 
the same camera, but with a new film. As on 
the previous day's film, the shots got progres
sively darker, showing curious light patterns 
around the formations, again culminating in a 
very strange-looking shape in the last frame 
very similar to the one photographed on Sun
day; in the same place within the field, but 
taken from a different angle. I took the nega
tives back to the lab where they had been 
processed. The technician told me they had 
been processed with a batch of other films 
which had come out perfectly alright and that 
he could not come up with any technical rea
sons for the presence of these anomalies. He 
said that if the films had stuck together, or to 
the tray, it would have prevented the chemicals 
getting to those areas and the effect would have 
been the opposite of what it is at present. In 
other words the shapes on the negative would 
have been left transparent instead of being 
black as they actually are. This would allow the 
light to stream through during development 
making dark shapes on the photographs instead 
of light ones. He cannot understand how the 
chemicals could have reacted so differently on 
my films from the other films in the batch which 
came out perfectly. He can only deduce that 
something from outside did make an impression 
on the films or that somehow some force af
fected the chemicals in the processing tank to 
precisely enhance certain localised areas on my 
films only, a supposition that he said gave him 
goose pimples! 
I use a Mamiya 645, a middle format semi
professional camera. I use 220mm films (30 
frames) ISOlOO which I buy from a shop that 
supplies professional photographers. These 
were new Fuji films bought just a few days 
before the appearance of the double formation. 
I keep my films refrigerated (not frozen) and 
they are sealed and in their original boxes. 
No-one else has access to them and I loaded 
the camera myself just before flying. I have 
used the same camera, the same type of film 
and the same laboratory for the past two years. 
I take the aerial shots from a small helicopter 
especially designed for aerial photography. I 
have taken hundreds of photographs In the 
same conditions and never had results like this. 
The days the photographs were taken were dry 
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and sunny, eliminating the possibility of mois
ture on the lens. 

Francine Blake,  Etchilhampton, Wil tshire 

We were not suggesting all the anomalous 
photographs had mundane explanations, only 
that in our opinion "a couple" of them might be 
moisture on the lens. This was based on 
comments made by two friends experienced in 
photography, who felt this was an explanation 
which shouldn't be discounted. I agree that we 
should never make "easy assumptions" in these 
areas. Neither, though, should we always 
refuse to consider more straightforward expla
nations in some cases, despite the interesting 
details above - Ed. 

MI LLENNIUM BUGGED 

Thank you for printing our letter in SC 87 
(regarding the proper Millennium being 2001}. 
We were a little disappointed by the response. 
If one chooses to 'go with the flow' rather than 
be technically accurate, one must therefore 
follow the vast majority of people again in 
believing that all crop formations are made by 
pranksters. They believe it (at least over here 
in the USA), because that's what is shown on 
television! So in our view, quantity does not 
overwhelm quality or accuracy. 
You will, of course, be welcome at whatever 
festivity we may get up to on 31st December 
2000! 

David & Beryl Holyoake ,  USA ,  via E-mail 

Point taken... but I really think we can be 
forgiven for 'going with the flow' on this one! -
Ed. 

PORN CIRCLES 

Re. live nudity at 
the Glastonbury 
Symposium {SC 
87). Can you 
reserve me a 
front row seat 
next summer? 
Ta. 

Geoff Hinton, 
Go d a lm i n g ,  
Surrey 

No- Ed. 

ABOVE & DELO'W: Ehlen1 Kassel, Germany. Two of the best German formations from 1999, these appeared very close to each 
other on the same night, 26th June. (Report, page 5) Photos: FRANK LA UJfEN 
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ABOVE: Avebury, Wiltshire, 1st September. The last English large formation of t he year (report: se 86). Coincidentaily or not, the 
newly discovered second avenue of stones, reported last issue, was found buried very' close by. Photo: LUCl' PRJNGLE BELOW: 
Pent on Graft on, Hampshire, 30th May (report: Se 85). A beautiful continuation of an old theme. Photo: STEVE ALEXANDER 
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TOP LEFT: Poynings, near 
Devil's Dyke, West Sussex, 1st 
August. The same field 
played host to a dumbbell in 
199/. Photo: MICHAEL 

HUBBARD 

MIDDLE LEFT: Mill Hill, 
Shoreham, West Sussex, 22nd 
August. A much visited field 
for crop formations. Photo: 
DAVID RUSSELL 

MIDDLE RIGHT: Morcott, 
Leicestershire, 17th July. The 
internal rings were originally 
standing, but flattened them
selves one night! Photo: P J 
BROOKMAN 

RIGHT: Hardstofi, near 
Chesterfield, Derbyshire, 16th 
June. Photo: P J BROOK

MAN 

(Reports for the above: se 86) 

c:iallery #4-
Full colour original copies or Steve Alexander and 

Lucy Pringle's photos can be obLained from: 

LUeY: S Town Lanet � beet, Petersfield, Hants, 
GU32 2AF, teufax 01730 263454 

e-mail: LucyPringle@compuserve.com 

STEVE: 27 St Francis Road, Gos.P!Jrt, Hants, 
P012 2UG, teVfax 01705 352867 
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ABOVE & BELOW: Trottisclifle, near Maidstone, Kent. 20th June. These formations, both hugely ambitious for Kent, which 
had a very good year in 1999. appeared in adjacent fields on the same night. The total diameter of the crescents formation is 
about 600 '. Photos by AN DREW KING 
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There's been all sorts of cerealogical 
paraphenalia released in the last few 

months, as follows ... 

� � \"{(;IDf � � ��� 
A Pictorial Tour of Crop Circles 

and Their Landscaoes 
by Steve Alexander & Karen Douglas 

Book Review by ANDY THOMAS 

When I was a 
child, there was a 
tradition In my 
family that each 
Christmas I would 
receive a copy of 
the Beano comic 
annual from my 
grandparents, all 
my favourite char
acters held within a 
book one could 
keep and treasure, 
with more colour 
pages than usual in 
a format which 

wouldn't fall apart or get screwed up like the 
more ephemeral weekly ed.ition. 
There's something of this concept in Steve 
Alexander and Karen Douglas's new Crop Circle 
Year Book 1999, the first in a proposed series of 
annual collections of the finest crop formations 
from the previous season, more glossy maga
zine than book, but none the worse for it. All of 
a sudden, that unruly pile of postcards and 
cuttlngs is redundant. This will be the answer 
to the prayers of many, who each year desper
ately seek a compiled visual record of the year's 
main events. Until now, the best option has 
been to obtain a copy of a crop circle calendar, 
which, to all Intents and purposes, has always 
served a similar function. 
Indeed, this project is very much the descen
dant of Steve and Karen's previous efforts in the 
calendar world, evolved here to become some
thing more substantial, If pricier, having a simi
lar amount of pages to a calendar, but with the 
layout tipped up into portrait mode and rather 

more in the way of photos and captions. The 
book Is very well designed and each page leaps 
up to the eye with a very attractive full colour 
barrage of carefully co-ordinated montages, 
superimposed harmoniously onto related im
ages. The reproduction is excellent and only a 
few overly pale titles fail to strike. 
It will come as no surprise to those familiar with 
Steve's burgeoning showcase of fine aerial crop 
circle images to find that this book is largely 
photographic In content, with restrained textual 
contributions from Karen threading the pictorial 
seams together. It's easy to overlook the value 
of Karen's contributions to the success of the 
Alexander/Douglas partnership, which, both 
personally and professionally, has blossomed 
into a well-balanced team. The fruits of this 
relationship are well in evidence here. The high 
quality of Steve's photographs, both the aerials 
and the less-seen but spectacular pole shots 
included in the Year Book, now taken using a 
detail-capturing large-format camera, are 
renowned and speak for themselves. However, 
Karen's words - which gave us the bravely 
alliterative phrase "temporary temples for the 
modern age", since quoted widely elsewhere -
though concise, have many times provided a 
crucial supportive context around which Steve's 
photos thrive, both at lectures and in print. It 
would be nice to see this expanded in future 
editions. 
There's an air of mystique to the text, particu
larly in the introduction, which does away with 
any pretence of trying to give the perhaps 
expected potted guide to crop circles, and sub
stitutes something more cryptic instead, de
scribing itself as "a quiet prayer, in pictures, for 
the future of beauty, mystery and spirit in our 
every day lives". Steve's additional portraits of 
ancient stones and sacred sites, which perme
ate the book, pick up this thread, and the 
importance of the landscape within which crop 
formations appear, as suggested by the subti
tle, is implied throughout, hinting at future 
directions for the authors. 
The mystical landscape celebrated is almost 
exclusively Wiltshire, with a couple of pages of 
Hampshire thrown in for good measure, and 
this, perhaps, is the only department in which 
the book doesn't quite fulfil its contract. The 
book exists, according to the back cover, to 
record "the unfolding of the crop circle phe
nomenon in the UK", but there are no pho
tographs nor mention of any crop formations 
outside of Wiltshire and Hampshire (and the 
Hampshire record Is highly selective). There is, 
of course, no way in which an annual booklet 
can hope to photographically cover every En-
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glish formation, but some mention or at least 
allusion to the events of the many other coun
ties which received notable glyphs In 1999 
would have increased the profile of this book 
significantly. Perhaps necessarily, it's the most 
striking formations in the most active area 
which receive the coverage here, but some kind 
of reference to events elsewhere would, in 
future, make something good even better, per
haps even utilising one or two photos by others 
for the sake of coverage (this could have added 
to the Wiltshire reports too, as one or two 
important formations Steve couldn't get to, 
such as the 'basket-weave', are notably ab
sent). A list in table form, however brief, of 
every formation to have appeared in the year 
across the country would make the year book 
utterly indispensable. 
As it is, what we have now is a very well 
packaged souvenir which will more than satisfy 
the curiosity of those who seek to be reassured 
that the crop circle phenomenon is alive and 
well for another season. The Year Book is an 
instant answer and you'd be hard pushed to find 
a better compact visual record this side of the 
Internet. If you want a grown-up version of 
that Beano annual feeling, looking forward to 
the next Year Book each autumn could be a 
worthy substitute. And if you want to impress 
your friends, leave this on the coffee table when 
visitors come around and you'll ensure yourself 
an interesting evening's conversation. 
The quite breathtaking imagery on display here, 
presented so well, is impossible to view pas
sively and reminds us all that we have a very 
special phenomenon at our fingertips, and that 
while the world as a whole may ignore it, we 
have the privilege of being aware here and now, 
which is where it matters most. AT 

Crop Circle Year Book 1999, by Steve Alexander &. Karen 
Douglas. Published by Temporary Temple Press 1999, ISBN 0 
9537446 0 4, 28 pages, full colour, price £12.00 (UK), £14.00 
(Europe), £15.00 (non-US overseas), $25.00 (USA). Prices 
include p&.p. Cheques payable to 'S Alexander'. Available 
from: 27 St Francis Road, Gosport, Hampshire, P012 2UG, 
England. Tel/fax: 01705 352867. 

�a®� �B�O@� 
The Greatest Mystery 

of Modern Times 
by Lucy Prlngle 

Book Review by MARCUS ALLEN 

Lu cy Pringl e has written a most tim ely 
book. Her 10 years of research are now told in 
this book, which deserves to become a valuable 
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historical record. 
About this phe
nomenon only 
two things can re
ally be agreed 
upon: crop circles 
appear, and many 
of them are very 
beautiful. Every
thing else Is hotly 
debated: who 
makes them and 
why, what do 
they mean and will they reappear next year? 
From being a founder member of the CCCS, 
Lucy has had first hand experience of many 
aspects of crop circles. She has photographed 
them, recorded their effects on people, animals 
and equipment, Interviewed witnesses to their 
creation and generally been a constant pres
ence trying to understand the impact the circles 
have had on so many who become involved. 
It is a matter of personal choice which aspect of 
crop circles catches anyone's attention. They 
are all here, the personal, the scientific, the 
photographs, and are written about in straight
forward language. The accounts of many wit
nesses to effects experienced are told in their 
own words, in sometimes lengthy sections. 
In many ways this is one of the strengths of this 
book. It is like hearing many different accounts 
of similar events. Their impact is greater as the 
author stands back, using her overall knowl
edge to guide the reader through initially sepa
rate stories to produce her coherent viewpoint. 
Some will dismiss all this as anecdotal. That 
would be easy, but wrong. When so many 
anecdotes all reach a similar conclusion, then 
other researchers should take note and start 
digging deeper. It is the debate which is 
important, not the personalities. Read the 
message, don't shoot the messenger! 
Hoaxers come in for a good slagging from Lucy. 
With good reason. Her personal experience of 
dealing with the BBC TV Country File pro
gramme lends a degree of credibility to the 
allegation that so much of the reporting of crop 
circles on TV is done with sensation high on the 
agenda rather than simply informing viewers of 
the facts of the phenomenon. There was noth
Ing about the research, nothing about the his
tory. Just a few hired feet crushing crops. Not 
so much a conspiracy as crass incompetence 
(with licence payers' money too!). 
As well as the wide-ranging descriptions of the 
varied effects crop circles have, there is a large 
selection of nearly 100 colour photographs, and 
as many black and white. Every year from 

1987 - 1998 Is covered. Terence Meaden, 
whose records of the emerging phenomenon 
brought lt to a wider audience, Is given due 
credit by Lucy for his pioneering Investigations. 
That so few other scientists have had the 
courage and Integrity to become Involved Is a 
sad reflection on their profession and their 
much-vaunted Insistence on the pursuit of new 
evidence to understand the natural world. 
Lucy's own pictures do vary In quality, from the 
superb to the average (the back cover is an 
example of the latter). This only shows how 
technically demanding aerial photography can 
be. So much depends on sun angles and 
brightness In relation to aircraft speed and 
direction. We observers tend to take for 
granted that we will only see perfect images of 
all formations. The commercial and logistic 
pressures to fly over and photograph so many 
formations each year is something we hardly 
consider. Yet such records of formations are all 
that remain for future study. We should be 
grateful that a few committed Individuals are 
prepared to hang out of steeply banking aircraft 
to bring back those little coloured Images we so 
eagerly await. 

The stylish foreword by Professor Archie Roy 
puts Into very clear perspective the various 
attitudes adopted by the sceptics. He calls 
them 'Goldwyns', after the late . Sa m Goldwyn 
who once memorably remarked: "My mind Is 
made up, don't confuse me with the facts." His 
pertinent point that theory should follow evi
dence, not the other way around, is well made. 
Ian Baillie's drawings illustrating how certain 
crop circles show "elegant, correct geometry", 
yet others are "a hoax of limited Intelligence! 
Nothing ties up, it's just a load of circles", show 
just how sophisticated the use of geometry can 
be when applied to crop circles. Another indica
tion of the wide-ranging subjects tackled. The 
Inclusion of so many different aspects and view
points In this book gives it its strength. Read as 
a compilation and explanation it works well. 
When researchers like Lucy Prlngle commit 
themselves to writing a book such as this, its 
publication should be welcomed and encour
aged. It Is personal. It has not been peer
reviewed. But it does now exist and In years to 
come will be referred to and looked upon as one 
of the very few sources recording this most 
enigmatic of mysteries at the close of the 20th 
Century. MA 

Crop Circles - The Greatest Mystery of Modern Times, by Lucy 
Prlngle. Published by Thorsons 1999, ISBN 0 7225 3855 3, 
price £16.99. 144 pages, hardback, black and white/colour. 
Available through bookshops or from: 5 Town Lane, Sheet, 
Petersfleld, Hampshire, GU32 2AF. Tel/fax: 01730 263454. 

��till� ���� 
VIdeo by Chrls Everard 

Reviewed by JASON PORTHOUSE 
...... 

No ard ent croppi e shou l d  be without a 
good documentary or three cluttering up their 
bookshelves. With this in mind, our esteemed 
editor saw fit to ask me to review two of the 
latest offerings to 
tempt the faithful into 
parting with their 
hard-earned. Crop 
Circles - The Re
search is the 
snappily-titled sec
ond film in a series by 
Dutch researcher 
Bert Janssen (the 
first being Crop Cir
cles - What on Earth 
is Going On?), and 
Crop Circle Update 
1999 Is part of the 
prodigious output of 
director/producer/re
searcher Chris Ever
ard and his 'Enigma TV' channel (who gave us 
The Crop Circle Enigma Glickman/Messenger 
interview, reviewed se 84). 
So what do you get for your money? Initial 
Impressions favour 
Chrls's film - the box 
is colourful, profes
�onal and �oks just 
like a 'proper' video, 
whereas Bert's offer
Ing Is a little more 
plain and workman
like, if not pleasing. 
Start to watch them, 
though, and you re
alise first impres
sions are not always 
right. .. 
Crop Circles - The 
Research is snappy, 
informative and gen
erally entertaining. 
Narrated by Bert's colleague Janet Ossebaard, it 
covers a lot of the areas of scientific endeavour 
with clarity and enough depth to be informative 
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without getting bogged down in minutiae. Vari
ous subjects are covered - from anomalous 
substances to light phenomena to the work of 
the BLT Research team. There are some good 
aerial shots, some photos, and some nice 
footage taken inside formations. The interviews 
are clear and concise, and overall the film flows 
quite nicely from beginning to end. It's well 
edited, the accompanying music Is pleasant 
enough, if a little 'New Agey', and often comple
ments the imagery well. Throw In some geome
try (clearly illustrated) and a smattering of 
anecdotes from eyewitnesses, and you have a 
very enjoyable hour's viewing. Even experi
enced croppies will find interesting points and 
new information - the (all too brief) coverage of 
tree circles, dead flies (you need to see it, 
really) and the i llustrations of blown nodes 
(hard pore corn to croppies) all spring to mind. 
Enjoyable and informative. 
Crop Circle Update 1999 is an epic. Well, it is of 
epic proportions, anyway. For a professional 
documentary to hold the attention for three 
hours it has to be something really special - I 
can think of only a few. Unfortunately, CCU 99 
fails. It certainly is comprehensive - Intervie
wees include Karen Douglas, Palden Jenkins and 
our very own Andy Thomas - and over 45 
minutes are devoted to analysis of the Oliver's 
Castle video. Chris's computer enhancement 
suggests anomalies at the top of the field - an 
area not many have studied. I'll save my com
ments on the analysis itself, and why I believe 
it to be flawed, for an article in the next se, but 
regardless, it's just too long to hold attention. 
Sadly, all the interviews are almost entirely 
uncut, and the experience of watching a static 
camera shot for ten minutes at a time, often 
with extremely poor sound, makes it very diffi
cult to keep focussed on the information being 
delivered. Also, the discussions are not intercut 
with one another. Whil.st this may be a stylistic 
decision, hearing different opinions juxtaposed 
is often more enlightening, and keeps the pace 
of a film 'up'. It's a little too conversational as 
well - though a chat with any of the people 
involved would be an interesting and stimulat
ing experience, this doesn't come over on 
screen. I know that people bemoan the sound
bite mentality, but this is a case where less 
would definitely be more. On the up side, the 
music is good, if somewhat overblown at times 
(some of it produced by Chris himself), and 
many of the 1999 formations are featured. 
Both these videos were produced on shoestring 
budgets, for the love of the subject. On one 
level, criticising any aspect of these films is 
churlish. However, either may be the first 
source of information many will see on the 
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subject. Whilst the dedicated croppie will be 
able to extract the nuggets from Crop Circle 
Update 1999, for repeat viewing potential and 
the opportunity to amaze your friends for an 
hour, Crop Circles - The Research wins. JP 

Crop Circles - The Research, by Bert Janssen, Is available from 
PO Box 10, 9460 AA Gelten, The Netherlands. E-mail: 
mailto: ossebaard@wxs.nl Crop Circle Update 1 999, by 
Chrls Everard, £16.99, Is available from 163 Churchbury Road, 
London, SE9 5JB. 
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Secrets of Ancient Wiltshire Revealed 

by J D Wakefield 

Book Review by ANDY THOMAS 

John and J u l ie Wakefield were fa m i l a r  
faces in the days of the 'dreads' (as in long hair) 
community who spent their time in and around 
the first plctograms of Alton Barnes in the early 
90's. Though their interests appear to have 
moved on from crop circles, the husband and 
wife team (no relation to Croppies video Grant 
Wakefield), now seemingly amalgamated into 
the initials 'J D', clearly haven't lost their fasci
nation with the Alton Barnes and Avebury area. 
Legendary Landscapes is a love letter to this 
endlessly mysterious and very beautiful part of 

· England, of which the circles are just one in a 
series of enigmas that create the region's air of 
mystique. The book is concerned with the 
pagan history of the place and the many clues it 
may hold to its true nature and purpose, hidden 
not only in local folklore and beliefs, but also in 
the very shape of the landscape itself. 
According to this book, nearly every cut and 
curve in the entire Vale of Pewsey and the 
complex of Avebury is meaningful and symbolic, 
shaped with purpose aeons ago. 
Anyone familiar with this gorgeous corner of the 
English countryside, through cerealogy or oth
erwise, will find themselves looking at it with 
new eyes after reading this well-researched, if 
sometimes dense volume, packed with details of 
pre-Christian rituals and Goddess-type reli
gions. Perhaps the only disappointment is that 
crop circles themselves - for many, the reason 
for their discovery of the area in question -
don't even warrant the briefest of mentions; 
strange given the previous Interests of the 
authors. That aside, an insightful read. A T  

Legendary Landscapes, b y  J D Wakefield. Published b y  Nod 
Press, 1999, ISBN 0 9536301 0 2, £8.95. Paperback, b&w 
photos & Illustrations. Available from: Nod Press, PO Box 338, 
Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 4 PW. 

.. 

In Apri l  and M ay of 1999, there was 
much talk about the coming eclipse to be seen 
in western England on August 1 1th. When a 
crop formation at Middle Wallop arrived on 
2nd May, the series of nine elements in this 

stand the concept of movement. If that 
thought was to be lost, the whole exercise 
would mean little or nothing. 

design looked very 
much as if the August 
eclipse was being dis
played In the rape, 
even though by May 
this coming event 
was old news. It was 
all too easy for the 
early assessors to re
fer to this pattern as 
'the eclipse'. On fur
ther review, however, 
you may have had 
second thoughts 
about the message at 
Middle Wallop, as did 
I .  Just in case you 

My point... This design of M ay 2nd has 
nothing to do with the eclipse 'of August ll�h. 

A·NOT ·CCU��C NOW 
The so-called 'eclipse' formation of May 

last year caused many to wonder if it was 
deptcting the solar event of August 11th, 
which did seem to herald a qmet end to 

· the circle season. However, DOUG 
ROGERS has an alternative view on the 
meaning of this most beautiful pattern ... 

It ma kes no difference 
what the standing rape 
yellow circles repre
sent ... a moon, or a 
sun. Whatever it is 
that approaches this 
bright circle, i t  moves 
in behind that repre
sentation, not across in 
front of it. We're not 
describing an eclipse of 
our sun here. 

So, if not an eclipse of 
our sun, what's going 
on? What's the mes-
sage? The ninth circle 
may hold the key to the 

have been focusing 
your thoughts on other designs, and are about 
to go along with the crowd, you might con
sider these observations about the May 2nd 
formation .. .  

question. The bright yellow ring of standing 

Have a look at a photo of the formation, 
holding the arrangement of nine elements so 
that they appear with the smallest dark circle 
to your left, and you 'read' the design from 
left to right (or top to bottom as the accompa
nying photo shows) . The four circles of stand
Ing bright yellow rape plants In the central 
portion of this progression, all of the same 
diameter, are the important elements of the 
design. Everything that happens in this de
sign, Involves these four circles. Arriving from 
a di�tance, at the left, 'something' approaches 
these central four circles. We have seen this 
use of small-to-large dark circles before, all to 
Indicate movement from a distant point to
ward a local point. The 'something' ap
proaches the first of the four bright yellow 
circles, then proceeds to slide In behind this 
circle, as displayed in the next three ele
ments. Note that four dark circles were used 
to convey this thought of movement from a 
distance. The idea might have been conveyed 
with just three circles rising in diameter from 
left to right. Evidently that Idea wasn't good 
enough and four circles were used so that no 
confusion could arise about what was going on 
here. Our visiting artists wanted us to under-
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rape, surrou nding the circle of downed rape 
plants, may tell us that the 'someth ing' 

.
that 

moves In  behind the central yel low C i rcle 
causes a change in the appearance of that 
circle .  If we assume the central c ircle is our 
sun, the bright ring may indicate solar  flare 
activity,  or some other action .  The only 
successfu l way to convey bright sunshine in 
elements 5,6,7 & 8, is to use the standing 
rape to show the intent of the design. The 
only way to show bright activity surrounding 
the sun in  element 9, is to severse the order 
of standing rape to downed rape.  Element 9 
displays downed rape in its centre only be
cause our artist had no other choice of materi
als to work with . Understandable . . .  
The timing o f  the a rriva l o f  th is Middle Wal lop 
design is interesting .  No  progressive design 
such as this one has been noticed before, 
clearly indicating movement from one situa
tion to another. The desig n at Roundway Hi l l  
in Ju ly of 1994 appeared to tel l the story of 
the coming tota l ecl ipse to be seen below the 
equator. There was much deta i l  in  that for
mation, and there was an indication of mov�
ment. This May 2nd design, . however, 1s 
emphatic  in its message. Its arrival at a time 
when two events were about to be recorded in 
our heavens, makes it doubly intrigu ing.  If we 
put to one side the total ecl ipse, the other 
event involves Comet Lee.  If we take the 
prediction of Nostradamus seriously, and if 
indeed there was/is something sol id and large 
in  the tail of Lee, the Middle Wal lop design 
becomes absolutely fascinating ! !  
I a m  sure you recal l  the detai ls .  Comet Lee 
was to move a round to the backside of our 
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sun,  then emerge on Ju ly  28th . Its track 
thereafter has been something of a mystery 
because we haven't been able to get clear 
information about Lee's movement since late 
Ju ly last year. Whether or not there is some
thing in  the ta i l  of Lee, perhaps coming our  
way,  that  matter shou ld  be dea l t  with in  
another commentary.  What remains of inter
est, however, is the matter of the May 2nd 
message. The l ist of questions generated by 
its a rriva l in the brightly flowered rape might 
keep one busy . . . .  

1 )  I f  n o  progressive desig n had ever been 
noticed before, why did the May 2nd design 
show up just a few weeks before the passage 
of Comet Lee behind our sun? 
2) Shou ld there be any question about the 
May 2nd design to cause us  to believe that an 
object which approached the central circle s l id 
in behind that circle, rather than crossed in 
front of it? 
3) If the bright, contrasting,  ring  of standing 
rape surrounding element 9 represents radia
t ion,  or solar flare activity, what news did we 
hear in August of d isrupted sate l l ite opera
tions, or interru pted communications of vari
ous kinds? (Solar flare activity is reaching it's 
11-year cycle peak now, in the Spring months 

· of 2000 - Ed.) 

4) If we are to give any credit at all to 
Nostradamus, how is it that he knew, some 
four  hundred years ago, that a comet would 
arrive in our solar system at the same time as 
a tota l ecl ipse would be seen in h is part of the 
world? 

5) Assuming that the Middle 
Wal lop formation is 'genuine', 
and that the above interpre
tation of its message is cor
rect, how did our vis it ing 
artists know that, as viewed 
from Earth, Lee would d isap
pea r behind our sun, and  
show us in  a crop design how 
perfectly Lee would align it
self to affect that disappear
ance? 

Of all the crop formations we 
have received to date, I have 
to view this May 2nd design 
at the top of those that are 
l isted as mesmerising ! !  DR 

I-SPY: With all  that satellite junk floating around up 
In orbit, capable of reading your newspaper from 
space, as technologists are so fond of telling us (why 
can't they just pop out to the newsagents like every
one else?), and with infra-red night-sights and the 
like, wouldn't you think one of them might have 
monitored the fields of England long enough to have 
a) captured the creation of a crop fonnation out of 
nowhere, or b) captured the activities of ail these 
baseball-capped a rtists/students/pensioners/Young 
Fanners who we're constantly assured are out there 
thrashing away every night? Instead, a telling, 
deafening silence reigns. The only answer is going to 
be for CCCS or someone to save up enough to launch 
their own spy satellite. Now, I wonder what you can 
get for £37 .SO these days . .  7 

ICE CIRCLES: Strange phenomenon commonly 
sighted on screens at conferences or tucked away 
into paragraphs of books, but never actually seen In 
reality, rather like circles spun into the tops of pine 
trees, etc. Actually, a few photos have done the 
rounds over the years, and there is a neat picture of 
an American Ice ring which looks just as if Wile E 
Coyote or some other such cartoon character has 
done the old sawing-through-from-beneath trick. 
Maybe we're missing ail the best formations, down in 
Antarctica or something. 

INDIAN TRACKING SKILLS: White man see foot
prints. White man think heap big hoaxers at large. 
White man need skills of red man. White man say 
"How?". See also IN FRA-RED PHOTOGRAPHY. 

THE INFORMER: Some modern wags would have 
you believe they purvey the best in humorous writ
ings on croppiedom, but all (present company ex
cepted) pale into vast insignificance when set against 
this rather charming publication of evil intent, which 
did the rounds back in the golden days of master 
hoaxing builshitters like Jim Schnabel, et al. Cheaply 
photocopied and sent at random to leading cerealo
gists (as they were then almost respectably known, 
before someone stupidly coined the phrase 'croppie'), 
lt was largely an exercise to stir up researchers 
against each other and promote the notion of hoaxing 
(as it was then almost respectably known, before 
someone stupidly coined the phrase 'Circlemakers'). 
However, Its grasp on satire and humour, though 
cruel and cutting, was utteriy hilarious and perhaps 
inadvertently entertained the 10 people who ever 
received it In the dark days of the Round In Circles 
fall-out, with gem headlines l ike Vigay to Hoax 
Hoaxed Hoax (don't ask) never bettered. Shame, 

More next issue! ! !  

then, that such talents were wasted o n  spreading 
falsehoods, but there you go. Pale Informer Imita
tions followed, this time by sad and bitter cropples 
themselves, writing anonymously, trying to plot re
venge on hated foes (typically, not hoaxers, but other 
researchers), but the moment had passed. Mind you, 
The Informer's prophetic powers were less Impres
sive, referring to SCR's esteemed leader Barry 
Reynolds as •destined to be put down by a Sussex 
coup". We're still waiting. 

INFRA-RED PHOTOGRAPHY: Another In a long, 
long line of totally unproven and utteriy baffling 
techniques wheeled out In  moments of desperation as 
the crudal 'litmus test' of the genuineness of fonna
tlons. Thus we know that that Oliver's Castle fonna
tlon was faked because someone's Infra-red pictures 
of, er, something or another, failed to show what, er, 
they should have done, or something. See also 
GIZMOS, INDIAN TRACKING SKILLS (qv), NODE 
LENGTH MEASURING, etc. 

INSECTOGRAMS: Previously seen as the natural 
development of the long plctograms of 1990, these 
bug-like designs have somehow been retrospectively 
degraded in recent years to become associated with 
the fonnations Doug and Dave did actually make, 
purely because a) two semi-drcular rings looking 
nothing like D's whatsoever have since been sug
gested to represent two D's (geddit?), and b) designs 
that look like insects are deariy stupid and therefore 
have no validity. What marvellous deductive skills we 
have, eh? No stone of logic u nturned l The fact that 
discounting the tnsectograms leaves a vast gap in the 
apparent evolution of the pictograms doesn't seem to 
bother the same people who are quite happy to 
accept the pictograms of eariier and later years as 
genuine, but not the ones in-between . When insec
toid aliens turn up and blast the hell out of us, or the 
Earth dies from genetica lly-engineered pestiddes, 
they11 be laughing on the other side of their faces. 

INTERNET: Never has such a better gift to help the 
art of bullshit flourish fallen into the laps of those who 
spew it forth than the Internet. There's some great 
info and great websites out there. It's just a shame 
one has to wade through such masses of unedited, 
I l l-thought out, g rammatically-challenged utter 
pants* along the way. As much a divine g ift for the 
spread of bigotry and ignorance as it is for freedom of 
speech and democracy. We're given the g ift of spel 
chquers and who'd ever know it? Ironically, some of 
the best written and presented circle pages are 
sceptic sites**.  The Devil has all  the best music, etc . .  
If freedom of lnfonnation means this, God help us. 

ISLAM: There's been a number of religious symbols 
out there in the fields over the years and the sects 
and denominations can fight over who's got the most. 
If you take crescent moons as Islamic, though, 
Muslims win hands down. And who's going to argue 
with that? Allah be praised! DS 

* •pants• (tnmslatlon for US readers) • rubbish, garbage. 
See also •complete pony", etc. We71 trllln you up yet. 
• • Crop Circle Connector exduded, of course, before we start 
getting a�lls from Marlc and Stuart - Ed. 
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I write this col umn, the first of the 2 1st 
Century, i n  Alton Barnes. I have retu rned to l ive in 
Eng land and hope to spend the next h u n d red years 
or so I n  Wi l ts h i re,  close to the hea rt of this phe
nomenon which has moved so many of us. 

My years i n  
·
Cal i fornia h ave been wonderfu l and, I 

hope, productive. I have made many rea l and true 
fri ends a nd I have had some memorable t imes .  

But my health, particu larly the crisis of l a s t  sum
mer, focussed my m i n d .  After m uch heart sea rch
ing I felt  that i t  would be appro priate now to return 
to be closer to my fa mi ly a nd to the circles them
selves. I wi l l  cont inue to write a nd wi l l  lecture 
wherever I am i nvited.  Hopefu l ly  I w i l l  be visit ing 
the US for ta lks a nd conferences . 

I had forgotten just how noisy those s i l l y  sol d iers 
on S a l isbury P la in  can be. The sound of enormous 
explosions a nd astonishing bomba rd ments a re a 
cou nterpoint to the racket of low-fly ing m i l i tary 
planes .  It  is rema rka ble that here, where we can 
witness the most m ysterious, bea utifu l  a n d  opti 
mistic events on the su rface of the planet, we are 
with in  ea rshot of m ad ness a n d  destructio n .  I 
suppose it serves to re m i nd us that on Planet 
Earth,  we have choice. We a re free to think or 
bel ieve whatever we might w i s h .  

And , of cou rse, Co l i n  A n d rews (and Peter 
Sorensen) m ust d o  j ust that. N o  doubt they w i l l .  

Col i n 's response to my chal lenge (letter, page 7) i s  
a m u s i n g ,  exasperating a n d ,  as a lways, superficial 
a nd evasive. I asked h im and Peter simply to view 
the Everard Ol iver's Castle ana l ysis footage a nd to 
comment on it. I bel ieve it is i m porta nt, but - I 
rei terate - I co u l d  be w rong . And rews a n d  
Sorensen carried out  a strident debu nking of t h e  
O l iver's Castle v i d e o .  T h i s  carries with it  a respon
sib i l i ty which they should acce pt. Having pol l u ted 
publ ic awareness of the video with a n  effi ciency 
which would have done cred it  to the CIA's spin 
doctors, they m ust, su rely,  acknowled g e  their  obl i
gations to d efend their  posit ion.  

Peter has not responded at a l l ,  whi le  Col i n ,  happy 
as ever to reite rate the whole i rreleva nt d etective, 
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confession,  J a panese fi l m -crew nonse nse, s imply 
d oes not  engage the q u estion that was put for
ward . Loo k  at new evi d e n ce a nd co m m e n t !  
S h a m e  on t h e m  both . 

The truth Is l i ke a cork In the ocea n .  No matter 
how hard you try to hold i t  down, i t  must eventu
a l l y  bob to the surface. 

The idea that 1 have the time or the remotest 
i nterest in a " p u b l i c  affray" i n d icates the extent to 
which Col i n  has isolated h i mself from rea l i ty .  
However, the Andrews reply has added g ratify i n g l y  
t o  my col lection of ep ithets .  W h i l e  I have clea rly 
not yet atta i ned the status of " bloody a * * hole", I 
am p leased to l earn that I am " not a ra tional 
person" . What m u st I d o  to atta i n  such a status? 
Agree with Col i n ,  I su p pose. 

Few generations have l ived throu g h  the passag e  
between m i l l e n n i a  a n d ,  s o m e  weeks after zero 
hour, there a re com pe l l i ng l essons for us a l l .  
There was, i n  A merica at  l east, a powerful i nd ustry 
set up to sca re us. There would be no food or 
wate r, domestic energy su pply wou ld break d ow n  
w h i l e  petrol wou ld be u navai lable.  Citizens shou ld 
e i ther head for the h i l l s  or a rm themselves to 
protect thei r fa m i l ies aga i nst mara uders . Roads 
wou l d  be blocked a nd a i r l i ners wou l d  p l u nge from 
the skies l i ke za p ped fru it-fl ies.  In the event it was 
a hol low fra ud, but hu ndreds of bewild ered ( a n d  
over-stocked ) paranoiacs are n o w  seriously consi d 
eri ng the i r  fu ture .  There were no a polog i es a n d  
nor wi l l  there b e .  

L i k e  l i ttle k i d s  d esperate for frig hte n i ng stories, we 
a lways seem to swa l low i t  and, I suppose, our 
need to be scared is so fu nda mental a human u rge 
that the tel le rs of fearful ta les, the weavers of 
utterly hol low para noias, the i n ventors of scary 
myths, w i l l  a lways fi nd a w i l l i n g  a ud ience . 

Crop c ircle students m i g h t  bea r this in m i nd . 

Li ke many of us, I f ind that this sma l l  a rea of 
W i l tshire has become, thro u g h  ou r summer visits,  
re markably fa m i l iar.  I t  has taken o n  the comfort
able outl ines of dearly- loved c h i ld hood hol iday 
places . Every road passes by fie lds which have 
been the site of  s ign ificant a n d  magical  formations 
or memorable gatheri ngs.  Each field seems to 
carry a message.  

I have visited i n  W i nter but never  l ived here .  The 
g reen or gold  is comprehensively replaced - i n  the 
morn i ng at  least  - with the w h i te of vigorous frost, 
l i ke powdered sugar. It  melts off by l u nchtim e .  
T h i s  w e e k  Si lbury H i l l  w a s  v i rtual ly encircled by a 
frozen moat. And there was a M i l le n n i a !  surp rise 
from Devi zes Town Counci l !  A new white horse, 
the eig hth, has been cut i n to the hil l  overlooking 
Rou nd way.  

The fi elds are p reg nant.  W e  are i n  for a nother 
a mazing yea r. MG 
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